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Obama’s Economic Record: An Assessment | The New Yorker
In confronting “The truth about the Trump economy,” he asks
this question: “Did Trump unleash an economic miracle, or take
credit for Obama's.
Subscribe to read | Financial Times
But some argue that the good economy during Trump's first
two-plus .. Unlike the current occupant, Obama knew that he
didn't control the Fed.
Obama’s Economic Record: An Assessment | The New Yorker
In confronting “The truth about the Trump economy,” he asks
this question: “Did Trump unleash an economic miracle, or take
credit for Obama's.
Economic policy of the Barack Obama administration - Wikipedia
President Trump and former President Obama both claim credit
for the economy. Democrats argue that Trump inherited an
economy that was.

4 economists evaluate Obama’s economic legacy | PBS NewsHour
Central to Mr. Obama's historical legacy is the economy's
recovery after its the endless news cycle, telling you what
you really need to know.
Trump, Obama spar over economy. Who's right? | TheHill
As Barack Obama's term draws to a close, John Cassidy examines
the President's record on economic growth, wages, income
inequality, and.
Obama’s Economic Policy: Achievements, Problems and Prospects
We now know why President Obama had to struggle so hard to
spur the economy and allow it to grow more than 2 percent a
year. And that was.
This economy is definitely not Obama’s recovery
We now know why President Obama had to struggle so hard to
spur the economy and allow it to grow more than 2 percent a
year. Obama’s successor, Donald Trump, and the Republican
Congress reversed Obama’s policies. Obama’s biggest
breakthrough was the Affordable Care Act, a big.
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A version of this article appears in print onon Page 54 of the
Sunday Magazine with the headline: The Obama Recovery. Both of
. Commentrequired. The legislation was also designed to exert
a more subtle economic influence. So the president turned more
and more to regulatory rule changes and executive orders.
Soforexample,productivitygrowth,whichiskeytoeconomicgrowth,wassta
flip side of workers getting less of the pie is that owners of
capital—individual proprietors, participants in investment
partnerships, holders of stock in public companies—get more of
it. Others suspect that, despite the impact of computers and
the Internet, the underlying rate of technical progress has
slowed down—at least as it applies to the production of
marketable goods and services.
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